Single molecule localisation microscopy (SMLM) has opened a new window for imaging fluorescently labelled biological specimens. Common 3D SMLM techniques enable data collection across an axial range of 1 − 5µm with high precision. Despite the success of 3D single molecule imaging there is a real need to image larger volumes. Here we demonstrate, through simulation and experiment, the potential of Single Molecule Light Field Microscopy (SMLFM) for extended depthof-field super-resolution imaging, extracting 3D point source position by measuring the disparity between localizations of a point emitter in multiple perspective views.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light field microscopy (LFM) offers single-shot, three-dimensional imaging by simultaneously collecting light from a large, continuous depth-of-field and discriminating emitter location through wavefront sampling. This incredible capability is generally achieved at a cost -sampling the wavefront and recording directional information reduces spatial resolution [1] . For instance, linear integral reconstruction of LFM data typically causes an order of magnitude loss in lateral spatial resolution when compared to a scanned system with similar optics [1] . Recent developments have utilized knowledge of the light field point spread function to recover some high resolution information, reconstructing volumes using computationally intensive deconvolution methods [2, 3] . The fast volumetric imaging capabilities of LFM have been exploited to great effect in whole-brain imaging [4, 5] , but it's intermediate spatial resolution has restricted application of the technique beyond this domain. Here we demonstrate that the fundamental limits to light field resolution can be circumvented by localizing point sources in perspective views of the specimen. LFM is commonly implemented by placing a microlens array (MLA) in the image plane 2 of a widefield microscope. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the MLA acts to spatially sample the wavefront of fluorescence in the image plane at a frequency determined by the microlens pitch. Each, locally filtered, wavefront is then focused onto a sub-region of a camera chip, creating a partitioned 2D space of virtual-pixels. This array of virtual pixels can then be mapped to the 4D light field, L(R, K), a pairing of discrete spatial (microlens) index, R, and discrete angular coordinate, K, locally within each virtual-pixel. The 3D location of a point emitter is encoded in the light field through the nature of the MLA's effect on the incident wavefront curvature (defocus) and tilt (lateral position).
Wavefront curvature due to a defocused point source is symmetric around its lateral location and exhibits a sign inversion at the image plane. A result of this inversion is that the light field due to a point source maps to a unique 3D spatial location. Techniques exploiting the asymmetry of wavefront curvature about the object plane in order to localize point sources in 3D have previously been demonstrated [6] , with the largest depth of field obtained using diffractive optical elements to reshape the PSF [7] [8] [9] [10] . The implementation of LFM described here employs an off-the-shelf, refractive optical element (MLA), which offers many advantages: large spectral bandwidth for multi-colour imaging, low component cost and high photon throughput.
We have developed an algorithm capable of estimating the three-dimensional position of a point source from a light field with sub-wavelength precision. Our approach is based on an intuitive manifestation of light field shearing with defocus: parallax [11] [12] [13] . The characteristics of the technique were explored using a combination of simulations and experiments performed on a modified, inverted high NA microscope. The viability of this method was verified by observing fluorescent microbeads freely diffusing in solution and through detection of single molecule photobleaching events in immunolabeled cells.
II. LOCALIZING POINTS IN LIGHT FIELDS
To localize point emitters in light fields using parallax it is first necessary to render the light field into perspective views, which are generated by grouping together elements in the light field with common K. This is equivalent to taking a cross-section of L(R, K)
, is a spatial image, coarsely sampled by the microlens pitch and (through selection of K * ) filtered by a particular wavefront tilt (or, equivalently, a ray direction). The image of the point source in each P K * is localized, by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian function, to yield a measurement of source location,
represented as a delta function, δ(r−∆r, k − K * ), in the (now continuous) light field L(r, k).
Localization is performed across all detected emitters in all perspective views resulting in a set of detected localizations:
This set, comprising of all detected localizations, is then mapped into a collection of subsets, 
The global axial position of each point source is then retrieved by multiplication with sgn(∆r). This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1 with key steps being illustrated in Fig. 2 . ∆ ← ∅ Empty set of resolved localizations 6: for P K * ∈ {P K * } do 7:
{(r, k)} ← T (P ) Detect and localize 9:
end for 11:
for {(r, k)} ∈ S do Loop over detected emitters 13: {(r, k r )} ← {(r, |k|)} Take modulus of k 14:
Map α to z using calibration It is well established that aliased, high-frequency information can be used to generate super-resolved images (with respect to the lenslet sampling rate), indeed this is responsible for the improved resolution of deconvolved light field images [2, 3, 12] . The method presented here exploits the fact that in the case of point sources, these sub-pixel shifts can be measured directly. In effect, this approach reduces the cumbersome 5D light field point spread function to just two parameters which define the form of a right-circular cone: α and r 0 . This is a direct result of the phase-space measurement of a point source being constrained to a hyperplane in 4D, fully characterized by its intercept and gradient [14] .
Whilst the redundancy of a light field measurement due to a point source is recognized [15] , this geometric approach combines information from these redundant measurements in order 6 to determine the three-dimensional position of a point source with unprecedented precision as compared with existing light field methods. Instead of trading spatial resolution for angular information, this approach is capable of three-dimensional point source localization with a precision far smaller than the diffraction limited spot of the corresponding widefield microscope.
III. SIMULATING LIGHT FIELDS
The geometric approach to three-dimensional localization was tested by estimating the position of point emitters in simulated light field datasets. The optical model used to perform simulations was designed to closely replicate the corresponding experimental system. The simulations were based on some key assumptions: monochromatic, isotropic fluorescent emission from point sources with no scattering and scalar diffraction. The full microlens array was generated by convolving its transmittance function with a two dimensional Dirac comb. The phase profile of the microlens array was multiplied with the widefield image of the point source and propagated to the camera (refer to Section 2 of the Supplementary Information for full details).
Using this model, light field measurements corresponding to a point source axially displaced over a 30 µm range with 100 nm step size, were generated using parameters matched to those of the experimental setup. Results plotted in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the gradient of disparity, α, exhibits non-linear behaviour with axial point source position. This is a con- The capabilities of the system with respect to data acquisition across an extended depth of field of 25 µm, were demonstrated by imaging 100nm fluorescent beads freely diffusing in water. Data from a typical bead, tracked for 18 s, at 100 ms intervals is summarized in Fig. 3 . The bead was localized in each frame using the workflow summarized in Figure 2 .
α (z) was converted into z position using the experimental calibration curve plotted in (f)
of Fig. 3 . These results were acquired on a prototype system incorporating a sub-optimal, offthe-shelf, microlens array. It is anticipated that modification of the MLA characteristics along with further development of the algorithm will facilitate the application of light field microscopy to imaging single molecules throughout the entire volume of a mammalian cell.
In order to reach this goal, the localization precision in low photon number and scattering regimes must be improved.
Such improvements could be readily achieved by a simple modification of the experimental setup, namely optimizing the microlens pitch according to the required axial range. Using smaller lenses would result in better lateral precision, particularly at the focal plane, but suffer in terms of shot noise due to the distribution of photons across an increased number of pixels. Another simple modification would be to position the microlens array in a plane conjugate to the back focal plane of the microscope objective. In this configuration, the camera would directly capture perspective views [17, 18] , the number of which would be dictated by the number of microlenses spanning the diameter of the pupil and the localization precision would be dictated by the effective camera pixel size as is the case in typical 2D
single molecule imaging experiments [19] .
Furthermore, algorithms capable of exploiting the over-determined nature of each light field measurement ought to be investigated. The redundancy of this measurement arises since the light field due to a single point source is comprised of > n 2 data points, where n refers to the number of camera pixels spanned by each microlens. In typical configurations of light field microscopes, n ranges between 15 and 20 pixels [20] and, correspondingly, the inverse problem of estimating the three dimensional location of a point source is extremely over-determined. On the other hand, since typical imaging volumes contain significantly more voxels than the number of measured pixels [21] , reconstruction of the entire volume by Richardson-Lucy deconvolution is under-constrained. As a result, although deconvolution approaches have been successful, the resolution that can be obtained is fundamentally limited [22] . Whilst the geometric approach presented here is more tractable than deconvolution, sparsity of emitters in the spatial domain is necessitated by the use of localization algorithms. Emitter sparsity is an inherent feature of single molecule imaging experiments.
Furthermore, this approach allows for simple system calibration, where the effect of aberrations are absorbed into the light field, manifested as a change in the rate of light field shearing as a function of defocus. On the other hand, to generate high-fidelity images using deconvolution, any deviations from the ideal optical model must be identified and specifically accounted for.
It is anticipated that this technique will find application for imaging in ballistic scattering regimes such as biological tissue since previous studies have exploited the redundancy of the light field measurement to mitigate the effects of volumetric scattering [15, 23] . Identifying the appropriate balance between measurement redundancy and signal-to-noise ratio will be the subject of future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
The viability of SMLFM for sub-diffraction localization has been demonstrated through extraction of depth information through disparity of localizations of point sources in perspective views. Simply using stock microlens arrays without further optimization allowed 50nm precision. Taking this concept to genuine whole-cell imaging will require improvement of the localization pipeline to exploit the over-determined nature of the light field PSF. Exploiting this property to improve precision at low photon numbers would position SMLFM as one of the most attractive developments in high-resolution microscopy. 
